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Aspida360, Inc Wins the Family Wealth

Report Award for Innovative Client

Facing Technology

Aspida360, Inc, a pioneering force in

the wealth management industry, is

thrilled to announce its recent accolade at the prestigious Family Wealth Report Awards. The

esteemed event, held at the illustrious Mandarin Oriental in New York City, celebrated

Aspida360's groundbreaking achievements in revolutionizing client-facing technology.

We are dedicated to pushing

the boundaries of what's

possible in wealth

management. This

recognition is a testament to

the hard work and

innovation of our team.”

Shawn T. Barberis, J.D.

The Family Wealth Report Awards recognize companies

that demonstrate excellence and innovation in the family

wealth sector. Aspida360 stood out among a competitive

field, showcasing its commitment to leveraging technology

to enhance client experiences and deliver unparalleled

value.

"We are incredibly honored to receive this esteemed

award," said Shawn T. Barberis, JD, Founder of Aspida360.

"At Aspida360, we are dedicated to pushing the boundaries

of what's possible in wealth management. This recognition is a testament to the hard work and

innovation of our team."

Aspida360's innovative client-facing technology empowers wealth managers to provide
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Aspida360, Inc is a leading provider of innovative

technology solutions for the wealth management

industry. Our mission is to empower advisors with

the tools they need to deliver exceptional service and

support to their clients. With a focus on cutting-ed

FinTech garners so much attention, why not FamTec:

Technology for your Family?  Technology to help the

wealthiest families in the world to elevate meaningful

communication, family unity and shared impact.

personalized and seamless

experiences for their clients. Through

advanced analytics, intuitive interfaces,

and cutting-edge security features,

Aspida360 equips advisors with the

tools they need to deepen client

relationships and drive better

outcomes.

"We believe that technology has the

power to transform wealth

management," said Barberis, "Our

platform is designed to empower

advisors with actionable insights and

streamlined workflows, enabling them

to deliver exceptional service and

support to their clients."

The Family Wealth Report Award for

Innovative Client Facing Technology

underscores Aspida360's commitment

to innovation and excellence in the

wealth management industry.

Aspida360 looks forward to continuing

to push the boundaries of possibility

and set new standards for client

engagement and satisfaction.

For more information about Aspida360 and its innovative solutions, please visit

www.Aspida360.com

About Aspida360, Inc:

Aspida360, Inc is a leading provider of innovative technology solutions for the wealth

management industry. Our mission is to empower advisors with the tools they need to deliver

exceptional service and support to their clients. With a focus on cutting-edge technology and

unparalleled customer service, Aspida360 is committed to helping advisors succeed in today's

rapidly evolving landscape.
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